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Abstract: Understanding the spatial and temporal variation characteristics of atmospheric water
resources in each region of China is essential for their exploitation. In this study, we focus on the
variation in atmospheric precipitable water (PW), cloud parameters, cloud water resources (CWR),
and precipitation efficiency of hydrometeors (PEh) as well as their possible influencing factors in each
region of China in summer using ERA5 and MODIS data. The results showed that: (1) In the past
42 years, PW increased significantly in the northwest and Tibetan Plateau regions, and both cloud
cover and total column cloud water content decreased significantly in northern China, except for
medium-cloud cover which significantly increased in the Tibetan Plateau. (2) In the past 20 years,
annual PEh was significantly higher, with clear interdecadal variation in most regions, whereas CWR
decreased in northern China, the southwest, central region, and southeast, and increased in northeast
and Tibetan Plateau. (3) PEh in each region was greatly influenced by precipitation (correlation
coefficient 0.55 < R < 0.82 *, * = p < 0.05), having a significant positive correlation in the northeast
with cloud water path, cloud optical thickness, and aerosol optical depth (0.44 * < R < 0.54 *), and a
significant negative correlation in the central region with the cloud effective radius (R = −0.54 *).

Keywords: atmospheric water resource; cloud water resources; precipitation efficiency of hydrometeors;
variation characteristics; influencing factors

1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, due to global climate change and economic and social development
inducing a series of chain reactions such as an increase in population and ecological degra-
dation, solving the problem of water shortages has become one of the prerequisites for
social and economic development in China today, requiring immediate attention. Precipita-
tion from clouds is an important sustainable atmospheric water resource (AWR). Therefore,
understanding the status of AWR and variation trends in different regions of China is of
great strategic importance for the scientific and rational exploitation of AWR, resulting in
the alleviation of water shortages, improving the ecological environment, and ensuring
sustainable economic and social development [1].

AWR consists of atmospheric water vapor and cloud water resources (CWR) [2]. Water
vapor is the material basis of precipitation. It not only affects the precipitation weather and
climate of each region, but also influences water circulation and the energy balance of the
land and atmosphere through advection and vertical transport as well as evaporation and
condensation [3].

As an important source of atmospheric water resources, there are many studies on
water vapor [4,5]. Some scholars have studied the spatial and temporal characteristics of
atmospheric water vapor content in the arid zone of northwest China (NW) [6–8]. Others
have studied the evolutionary characteristics of water vapor content in the Tibetan Plateau
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(TP) [9–11]. Water vapor cannot form precipitation directly; it is converted into cloud water
that becomes precipitation through condensation or deposition.

Cloud water is a potential water resource residing in the atmosphere in the form of
clouds, that can be exploited and utilized by humans. As clouds are the main targets of
weather modification, understanding regional variations in cloud cover and cloud water
content (CWC) plays a key role in the exploitation of local CWR. Several findings on cloud
parameters and CWR have been obtained [12–17], and some studies based on ground
station observations showed an overall decrease trend in total cloud cover (TCC) and low-
cloud cover (LCC) in the past decades [18–20]. Owing to China’s complex topography and
limited ground stations, especially in the western and highland regions [21,22], accurate
observations of clouds over the whole of China are difficult. Satellite remote sensing is the
most direct and effective way to obtain spatial and spectral information at local and global
scales, and it has been widely used to study cloud parametric changes [23–27]. In particular,
studies using the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and Moderate-
resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) data show that TCC and medium-cloud
cover (MCC) increased in eastern China and decreased in western China, and LCC and
high-cloud cover (HCC) decreased in most regions over the past few decades [28,29].
Annual mean low-cloud CWC generally decreased, whereas CWC was highest in June,
lowest in October, and increased overall [1].

Some scholars also found that cloud cover in east-central China during the daytime
in summer significantly decreased from 2001 to 2017 based on cloud observations from
the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) [30]. In recent years, some
scholars have studied the variability characteristics of AWR in different regions of China
using reanalysis information provided by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF) [31–33]. For example, You et al. [34] showed that CWC increased in
non-monsoonal regions and TP in the summer from 1979 to 2016. Cheng et al. [35] showed
that over five major watersheds located in the “Asian water tower” between 2000 and
2017, CWR was lower and decreasing in the Indus River Basin, while it was higher and
increasing in the Yangtze River Basin and Yellow River Basin.

Precipitation efficiency [36] is an important indicator for characterizing AWR conver-
sion and an important parameter for measuring the potential for AWR exploitation. Based
on previous studies, it is mainly divided into the precipitation efficiency of water vapor
and the precipitation efficiency of hydrometeors (PEh) [37–39]. Zhang et al. [40] found
that, in the arid NW region between 1979 and 2013, the precipitation efficiency of water
vapor was basically stable until 2002 and increased significantly from 2003 to 2013. A recent
study showed that there were significant seasonal differences in PEh and CWR in different
regions of China [41].

To date, many scholars have studied the variation characteristics of AWR in different
regions of China, but due to the lack of early accurate observations of cloud water, most
of them only focus on water vapor resources, while relatively few studies look at CWR,
especially PEh. In addition, most existing studies have focused on a small area, and there is
a lack of research on multi-temporal variation in CWR for all China’s regions. Following the
normal Chinese administrative divisions, we divided China into seven regions (as shown
in Figure 1) to study the regional variability of AWR characteristics. Our specific method of
division was based on An et al. [2]. First, we studied the long-term trends of atmospheric
precipitable water (PW), cloud cover, and total column CWC in China, based on which we
further analyzed the multi-timescale variation of characteristic quantities of CWR in each
region. Finally, we preliminarily explored the possible factors affecting PEh in each region.
The above work can serve as a reference for the scientific and rational exploitation of AWR
in China, which can help to alleviate water shortages, improve the ecological environment,
and ensure sustainable socio-economic development.
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Figure 1. Topographic map of China. The polygons indicate the seven sub-regions defined as
Northwest China (NW), North China (NC), Northeast China (NE), Tibetan Plateau (TP), Southwest
China (SW), Central Region (CR), and Southeast China (SE). The inner filled colors are the Digital
Elevation Model (DEM), the data of which are from Resource and Environment Science and Data
Center, and the spatial resolution is 250 m.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

In this study, a combination of ground precipitation, reanalysis, and satellite data was
considered. Surface precipitation data were obtained from the 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ daily surface
precipitation dataset V2.0 (June–August 2001–2020) provided by the National Meteoro-
logical Information Center of China [42]. This dataset was based on precipitation data
from China’s ground-based high-density stations (2472 national meteorological observation
stations) compiled by the National Meteorological Information Center’s Basic Data Project,
which was spatially interpolated in real time, has good conditions for error analysis, and
has been well used in several studies [34,43].

The reanalysis data we used were the ERA5 monthly averages data [44] from 1979 to
2020 and every six hours (four times a day at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC) data [45]
in summer (June to August) from 2001 to 2020 released by the ECMWF. ERA5 has a
higher horizontal resolution (30 km) than its predecessor ERA-Interim (79 km), is divided
vertically into 137 levels, and has an upper pressure of 1 hPa that better reflects the observed
global climate changes [46]. It was widely used in recent years [47–49]. Climate-related
elements included PW, total column cloud liquid-water content (TCLWC), total column
cloud ice-water content (TCIWC), TCC, HCC, MCC, and LCC, as well as the wind field
and specific CWC field (including specific cloud liquid-water content and specific cloud
ice-water content) in each layer. The spatial resolution was 0.25◦ × 0.25◦.

We also used the Terra satellite Level-3 MODIS Atmosphere Daily Global Product
MOD08_D3 (June–August) from 2001 to 2020 [50] which has a spatial resolution of 1◦ × 1◦.
This dataset has high confidence and accuracy due to rigorous processing and quality
control at the NASA Goddard data archive center, and it is widely used in cloud parameter
studies [51–53]. The required cloud parameters were cloud water path (CWP), cloud
optical thickness (COT), cloud effective radius (Re), cloud top temperature (CTT), cloud
top pressure (CTP), and land and ocean aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm.
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2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Calculation of Characteristic Quantities Related to CWR

The CWR characteristic quantities defined in this paper included precipitation (P),
total atmospheric hydrometeors (Gh), CWR, and PEh, and the meanings and calculation
methods of them are described in the same way as in An et al. [2].

2.2.2. Least Squares Fit and Correlation Analysis

To study the trends of each climate-related element, we used the least squares
method [54], to solve the linear equation in two unknowns x = bt + a to fit the data
series x(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , n, wherein t represents the time series, n represents the number of
years, a is a constant, and b is a regression coefficient. If b is a positive value, it indicates
an increasing trend of the element with the time series, and if it is negative, it indicates
a decreasing trend, and the larger |b| is, the more pronounced the trend is. The Pearson
correlation coefficient (R) [54] is often used as an indicator to test the significance of the
linear trend. We found that when the number of years n = 42 (1979–2020), |R| > 0.3
indicates that the trend passed the significance test at the 95% confidence level, and when
n = 20 (2001–2020), |R| > 0.44 indicates that the trend passed the significance test at the
95% confidence level.

In addition, the R was used to study the degree of linear correlation between two
meteorological elements. In this study, for two elements x and y with a sample size of n,
by estimating the covariance and standard deviation of the sample, the R can be obtained.
If R is positive, it indicates that the two variables are positively correlated, and if R is
negative it indicates that they are negatively correlated, and the higher |R| is, the stronger
the correlation. |R| > 0.8 is defined as a high correlation, 0.5 ≤ |R| ≤ 0.8 shows medium
correlation, 0.3 ≤ |R| < 0.5 shows low correlation, and |R| < 0.3 is a slight correlation.
The significance of the correlation coefficient was tested using the t statistic. Given a
significance level α = 0.05, the correlation coefficient is considered to pass the significance
test if t meets |t| ≥ tα.

2.2.3. Mann–Kendall Trend Test

The Mann–Kendall (M–K) trend test [55,56] is a rank-based nonparametric test for the
presence of a monotonic trend in a time series. In the M–K trend test, for a time series with
a sample size of n, the order column of the M–K test is calculated as follows:

S =
n−1

∑
j=1

n

∑
i=j+1

sgn(xi − xj) (1)

where xi and xj denote the values at the moments when the time series is i and j; 0 < j <
i < n; and sgn(xi − xj) is calculated as follows:

sgn(xi − xj) =


1, xi − xj > 0
0, xi − xj = 0
−1, xi − xj < 0

(2)

The variance of S, var(S), is calculated as follows:

var(S) =
1
18

[
n(n− 1)(2n + 5)−

g

∑
p=1

tp(tp − 1)(2tp + 5)

]
(3)

where g is the number of tied groups, and tp is the number of identical values in a tied
group. If the sample size is n > 10, then the statistic for the M–K test Zc is calculated
as follows:
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Zc =


S−1√
var(S)

, S > 0

0, S = 0
S+1√
var(S)

, S < 0
(4)

If Zc is positive, it means that the time series has an increasing trend, and if it is negative,
then it has a decreasing trend. For the trend test in this study, given a significance level
α, |Zc| ≥ Z1−α/2 = 1.96 indicates that the trend passes the significance test at the 95%
confidence level.

We also used Sen’s slope [57] to calculate the extent of the time series trend. Sen’s
slope β is calculated as follows:

β = Median
( xi − xj

i− j

)
, ∀j < i (5)

where β > 0 indicates a positive trend change; β < 0 indicates a negative trend change;
and the magnitude of β indicates the rate of change.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Long-Term Trends of PW across the Four Seasons

Wang et al. [58] comprehensively evaluated the global reliability and accuracy of PW
provided by five atmospheric reanalysis products and showed that the ERA5 product had
the highest accuracy and best performance. Therefore, this study uses ERA5 data to reliably
analyze the changing characteristics of PW in China. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
monthly average PW for all seasons in China from 1979 to 2020. For each season, the high
value area of PW is SE, and the low value areas are TP, the Tianshan and Qilian Mountains,
and other high-altitude areas. PW was more abundant in summer. In terms of the long-term
trend (Figure 3), in summer, the rate of change of PW was faster and increased in most of
the regions compared with other seasons. There was a notable increase in PW in the NW
and TP and no notable increase in NC, NE, SW, and CR.
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The above analysis of the distribution and long-term trend of the climatic state of PW
in China in all seasons reveals that water vapor content is more abundant in all regions in
summer compared with other seasons, and the regions where water vapor content changes
at a faster rate and passes the significance test are also significantly larger. Evidently, it
is of great practical importance to study the variation in AWR in summer; therefore, the
following research on cloud parameters and CWR characteristic quantities focused on the
summer period only.

3.2. Long-Term Trends of Cloud Cover and CWC in Summer

Zhang et al. [59] conducted a comparative analysis using multiple reanalysis data
and ISCCP data with actual observations in China and found that the total cloud cover
measurements of ERA5 had the highest agreement with ground observations, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.91. Therefore, in this study, we used ERA5 data to study the
cloud cover characteristics of China’s regions. Figure 4 shows the distribution of monthly
mean cloud cover in summer from 1979 to 2020. It can be seen that the mountain ranges
such as the Tianshan, Qilian, and the Kunlun Mountains had good cloud-cover conditions.
TCC and LCC had similar distributions, with more cloud cover in TP, SW, and SE, and less
in the NW and NC (Figure 4a,d); HCC decreased from south to north, with the high value
area located in SW and the low value area on the Kunlun Mountains and in surrounding
areas (Figure 4b); MCC was greater in the TP and SW, and lower in the NW (Figure 4c).

Similarly, analysis of the trends in cloud cover (Figure 5) revealed that TCC, HCC,
and LCC were broadly similar, with a long-term notable increase in TP and decrease in
the other regions. Specifically, TCC and HCC decreased markedly in NC, NE, and CR, as
did TCC in SW, and LCC in NC, CR, SW, and SE (Figure 5a,b,d). The rate of change of
MCC was slower than the other three types of cloud cover, and it increased notably in the
Qaidam Basin and decreased notably in NC (Figure 5c).
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Taylor et al. [60] and Shupe et al. [61] showed that CWC has an important effect on the
radiative properties of clouds and characterizes the abundance of AWR. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of monthly average total column CWC in summer. CWC tended to be higher
along mountain ranges. TCLWC decreased from the south and SW to the NW, and the high
value area was the SW; another high value center was in southeast TP. TCLWC was lower
in the TP and NW (Figure 6a). The distribution of TCIWC has a high degree of similarity to
TCC, namely, it was higher in the SW and lower in the NW, with the Yangtze River Delta
being a high value area (Figure 6b).
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(TCLWC) and (b) cloud ice-water content (TCIWC) over China during the summers of 1979–2020
(unit: g·m−2).

The long-term trend of total column CWC shows that both TCLWC and TCIWC
decreased significantly in NC. In addition, there was a significant increase in TCLWC in TP,
and the rate of change was faster in the southeast area of TP. Areas with long-term decreases
in TCLWC were roughly similar to those where cloud cover decreased, i.e., mainly coastal
areas in SW and SE and the Changbai Mountains area (Figure 7a). There was a long-term
significant increase in TCIWC in TP and a long-term significant decrease in NE, SW, and
CR (Figure 7b).
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of 1979–2020 (unit: g·m−2·yr−1). The stippled areas indicate that the trends passed the significance
test at the 95% confidence level.

3.3. Multi-Timescale Changes of CWR Characteristic Quantities in Each Sub-Region in Summer

The above analysis of the changes in PW, cloud cover, and total column CWC in China
during the summers over a period of 42 years revealed that trends and rates of change
differed significantly among regions. We further analyzed the multi-timescale variation
characteristics of CWR characteristic quantities in each sub-region of China in summer.
Owing to limited data, we selected 2001–2020 as the study period. Figure 8 shows the
distributions of summer multi-year averages of P, Gh, CWR, and PEh. Gh and CWR were
more abundant in the NE, CR, and SE and lower in the NW and TP (Figure 8b,c). The
high-value area of PEh was the main part of TP. PEh was also relatively high in the SW
and SE, and the low-value area was still the NW (Figure 8d). Thereafter, we analyzed the
variation in characteristic quantities of CWR in each sub-region in summer at three scales:
annual, monthly, and 10 days.
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of summer annual average of (a) total surface precipitation (P, unit:
mm), (b) total atmospheric hydrometeors (Gh, unit: mm), (c) cloud water resource (CWR, unit: mm)
and (d) precipitation efficiency of hydrometeors (PEh, unit: %) in China during the summers of
2001–2020.

3.3.1. Annual Variations

Figure 9 shows the distribution of linear changing trends of CWR characteristic quanti-
ties in summer in China over the last 20 years. P, Gh, and CWR had roughly similar patterns
of variation, with annual decreases in the Changbai Mountain region, and the southeastern
coastal region, and significant increases in the Yangtze River Delta (Figure 9a–c). PEh
variation was roughly bounded by 97.5◦ E, with an increasing trend east of that line and
a decreasing trend west of it. PEh also significantly decreased in the Tarim Basin and
significantly increased in the Sichuan Basin (Figure 9d).
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Table 1 quantifies the magnitude of the summer annual variations of CWR characteris-
tic quantities in each region. The trend in a certain region was considered significant in this
study when its confidence levels of both the least squares regression and the M–K test were
greater than or equal to 95%. The trend was considered as being of little variation if the
least squares trends were positive and M–K test trends were negative. P showed increasing
trends in all regions except CR where there was little variation. Gh displayed increasing
trends in the NE, TP, SW, and SE, a decreasing trend in CR, and little variation in the NW
and NC. The increasing trends of CWR existed in the NE and TP, while decreasing trends
were in NC, SW, CR, and SE, and little variation in the NW. For PEh, there were increasing
trends in all regions except TP with a small decrease, and the NW with little variation.

Table 1. Summer annual changing trends of P, Gh, CWR, and PEh in the seven sub-regions of China
during the summers of 2001–2020. The b and β represent the least squares regression and M–K test
trends, and the * indicates that the trends passed the significance test at the 95% confidence level.

Region
P (mm·yr−1) Gh (mm·yr−1) CWR (mm·yr−1) PEh (%·yr−1)

b β b β b β b β

NW 0.25 0.16 −1.17 1.1 −1.43 0.83 0.08 −0.02
NC 1.29 1.13 −0.24 0.06 −1.53 −2.56 0.19 0.22
NE 4.07 * 3.67 * 6.46 5.75 2.39 1.1 0.22 0.26
TP 0.68 0.27 1.87 1.35 1.19 1.68 −0.08 −0.07
SW 3.17 2.64 0.78 1.35 −2.39 −1.29 0.26 * 0.25
CR 1.04 −0.92 −2.96 −5.53 −4 −4.77 0.2 0.22
SE 2.52 3.54 0.04 1.72 −2.48 −1.92 0.24 * 0.29 *

The overall trends may offset the short-term variation. Figure 10 shows the time
series variations of CWR characteristic quantity anomalies in the sub-regions in different
years. In NW, Gh and CWR were significantly higher in 2001 and mostly lower thereafter
(Figure 10(b1,c1)). In NC, the P, Gh, and CWR did not vary significantly until 2012, and
then they were significantly higher in 2012 and 2013 and significantly lower in 2014 and
2015 (Figure 10(a2,b2,c2)). In the NE, the Gh and CWR were predominantly lower until
2011, and then significantly increased in 2012 and 2013, then decreased from 2014 to 2017,
and increased again in the following three years (Figure 10(b3,c3)). In the TP, the Gh and
CWR were predominantly low until 2013, however, after 2013 they showed predominantly
positive anomalies (Figure 10(b4,c4)). In SW, the Gh and CWR were significantly high
in 2001 and predominantly low thereafter (Figure 10(b5,c5)). In CR, the P, Gh, and CWR
were predominantly high until 2008, with a significant increase in 2003, then were mostly
low after 2008, until another significant increase in 2020 (Figure 10(a6,b6,c6)). In SE, the P,
Gh, and CWR were significantly high in 2001 and 2002, with mostly negative anomalies
thereafter (Figure 10(a7,b7,c7)).

PEh had clear interdecadal variations in all regions, with very low PEh in 2001, and
four different statuses of PEh distribution thereafter: in the NW, after 2002, PEh was mostly
high across all years (Figure 10(d1)); in the NC, NE, and SE, in the first 10 years, the
PEh was predominantly low, while it increased with more positive anomalies in the next
10 years (Figure 10(d2,d3,d7)); in the TP, in the first 10 years, the PEh was mostly high, and
there was not a large difference between positive and negative anomalies in the second
10 years (Figure 10(d4)); and finally in the SW and CR, negative anomalies of PEh were
more frequent and larger in the years before 2004, and mostly positive anomalies thereafter
(Figure 10(d5,d6)).
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Figure 10. Summer annual time series variations of anomalies of (a1–a7) P (unit: mm·yr−1), (b1–b7)
Gh (unit: mm·yr−1), (c1–c7) CWR (unit: mm·yr−1), and (d1–d7) PEh (unit: %·yr−1) in the seven
sub-regions of China during the summers of 2001–2020. The green curve is a 3-year moving average,
and the black line is the least squares linear trend.

3.3.2. Monthly Variations

On shortening the time scale of the study to monthly variations in summer, it was
revealed that P and Gh were higher in July in most regions, while Gh was higher in June
in the southern regions, and P was also higher in the SE in June (Figure 11a,b). CWR was
higher in July and August in the NC and NE, and in June in the southern regions and
CR, while it did not vary much in the NW and showed a decreasing monthly trend in TP
(Figure 11c). The summer variations of PEh in the three northern regions were mainly
between 20% and 40% with a smaller monthly change, less than those in the southern
regions, CR, and TP, which were mainly between 40% and 70%, and consistently higher in
July and August (Figure 11d).
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Figure 11. Box plot of summer monthly variations of (a) P, (b) Gh, (c) CWR, and (d) PEh in the seven
sub-regions of China during the summers of 2001–2020. Solid lines in the boxes represent the median
(Q3); the upper and lower sides of the boxes represent the upper quartile (Q4) and lower quartile
(Q2), respectively; the upper and lower ends of the boxes’ lines represent 1.5 times greater than the
interquartile range (IQR = Q4–Q2) of the Q4 and 1.5 times less than the IQR of the Q2, representing
outliers; and the black dots in the boxes represent the mean values.
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3.3.3. Ten-Day Variations

The study scale was further shortened to the ten-day scale in summer, and we can
see that all characteristic quantities showed a ten-day increasing trend in June and did not
vary much in July and August in the NW. In both the NC and NE, the P, Gh and CWR
were highest in late July. In TP, the P had a ten-day increasing trend in June and July, and
almost no change in August; Gh showed an increasing trend in June, and almost no change
in July and August; and CWR demonstrated a ten-day decreasing trend in July. In the
southern regions, both Gh and CWR decreased from early June to late July, and Gh and
CWR increased in the SW and did not vary much in the SE in August. In the CR, Gh
increased in both June and August and decreased in July, and CWR was higher in late June
(Figure 12a–c).

PEh first increased and then decreased in summer in all regions except the SE. In the
TP, SW, and CR, the range of PEh variation was large, with high values in late July and
early August. The range of PEh variation in the SE was small, with an overall increasing
trend (Figure 12d).
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3.4. Relationship between PEh and Possible Factors in Each Sub-Region in Summer

The amount of atmospheric hydrometeors over a region and the occurrence and
development of precipitation are associated with a combination of meteorological factors.
Clouds are the main source of hydrometeors, so their related physical parameters have a
direct impact on changes to PEh. With the continuous advancement of industrialization and
urbanization, air pollution has become an increasing problem, of which aerosol pollutants
are an important component. Aerosols provide the physical basis for cloud generation as
water vapor condensation nuclei and facilitate the water vapor-to-cloud process, and as
condensation nuclei, they facilitate the cloud-to-precipitation process and play an important
role in the whole cycle of cloud development [62,63]. Thus, aerosols may also have an
indirect effect on the PEh. Clarifying the correlation between PEh and some cloud physical
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parameters as well as aerosols in each region is of great theoretical significance for the
scientific and rational exploitation of CWR. We selected summer P and CWP, COT, Re,
CTT, CTP, and AOD provided by MODIS, and the PEh of each region from 2001 to 2020
for correlation analysis and significance testing. Large correlation coefficients (R) between
PEh and some factors in a region, which passed significance tests, indicated that the PEh
changes might be associated with these factors in this region. CWP indicates the abundance
of CWR, COT is an important optical property parameter in clouds and is also closely
related to CWC [64]. Re can reflect the distribution and variability of water droplets within
clouds and has an impact on cloud microphysical processes [65], and CTT and CTP are
related to the convective intensity of clouds.

The spatial distribution of R between PEh and each parameter is shown in Figure 13.
PEh had a strong positive correlation with P, with R > 0.6 and passing the α = 0.05 signifi-
cance test in most regions (Figure 13a). PEh had significant (passed the 0.05 significance
test) positive correlations (R > 0.5) with CWP and COT in a few areas (Figure 13b,c). PEh
was positively correlated with Re in most parts of the plateau and western NW, and south-
eastern coastal areas, and it was negatively correlated with most other regions, including a
significant negative correlation (R < −0.6) in the Tianshan region (Figure 13d). In contrast,
the correlation of CTT and CTP with PEh can be seen to be significantly negative in most
parts of the plateau, while a strong positive correlation (R > 0.5) was observed in western
NC (Figure 13e,f). Areas with a strong positive correlation between PEh and AOD were
mainly located in the NE (R > 0.4) (Figure 13g).

Figure 14 shows the interannual variability in the relationship between PEh and each
of the factors in each region. Here, the bar graphs represent the interannual variability
of PEh and the line graphs with different colors represent the interannual variability of
each factor. PEh and P had a moderately significant positive correlation (0.68 < R < 0.79)
in the northern regions and TP overall (Figure 14(a1,b1,c1,d1)); in SW and SE in 2007–2020
(R = 0.65) and 2002–2020 (R = 0.56), respectively (Figure 14(e1,g1)); and in CR in 2003–2013
(R = 0.64) (Figure 14(f1)). In the NW, PEh had a highly significant positive correlation
with CWP and CTT in 2015–2020 (0.83 < R < 0.87) and a moderately significant positive
correlation with COT in 2004–2012 (R = 0.76) (Figure 14(a1,a2)). In the NC, PEh had a low
positive correlation with AOD (R = 0.45), a highly significant positive correlation with CWP
and COT in 2014–2019 (0.94 < R < 0.98), and a moderately significant positive correlation
with CTT and CTP in 2012–2020 (0.65 < R < 0.69) (Figure 14(b1,b2)). In the NE, PEh had
a moderately significant positive correlation with CWP, COT, and AOD (0.44 < R < 0.53)
and a stronger positive correlation with Re in 2013–2020 (R = 0.7) (Figure 14(c1,c2)). In
the TP, the overall correlation between PEh and the factors was significantly weaker
than in the northern regions, with a highly significant negative correlation with COT in
2015–2020 (R = −0.85) and a moderately significant negative correlation with CTT and
CTP in 2007–2020 (−0.7 < R < −0.67) (Figure 14(d1,d2)). In CR, PEh had moderately
and highly significant negative correlations with Re and AOD, respectively, in 2013–2020
(−0.84 < R < −0.74) (Figure 14(f1,f2)).
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Figure 13. The correlation coefficient distribution between the PEh and (a) total surface precipitation
(P), averaged daily (b) cloud water path (CWP), (c) cloud optical thickness (COT), (d) cloud effective
radius (Re), (e) cloud top temperature (CTT), (f) cloud top pressure (CTP), and (g) aerosol optical
depth over China in summer during 2001–2020. Black dots indicate the regions which passed the
significance level of 0.05.
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The above correlation analysis shows that changes in precipitation, cloud physical
parameters, and AOD in different regions can affect the spatial and temporal distribution
of PEh in each region to different degrees. The correlations between PEh and each factor
for each region in the last 20 years are summarized in Figure 15.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this study, using ground precipitation, high spatial and temporal resolution ERA5
reanalysis, and MODIS satellite remote sensing data and having divided China into seven
regions, we first examined the long-term trends of PW, cloud cover, and total column CWC
in each region from 1979 to 2020. Then, we analyzed variations at different time scales
of CWR characteristic quantities in summer over the past 20 years. Finally, we explored
the possible factors affecting PEh in each region. The following preliminary conclusions
were obtained.

(1) In the last 42 summers, the areas with significant increases of PW were located in
the plateau and surrounding areas and were distributed along mountain ranges, including
NW and TP. Both cloud cover and total column CWC decreased significantly in NC and
increased significantly in TP (except for medium-cloud cover);

(2) In the past 20 summers, PEh in most regions of China (except NW and TP) increased
significantly and had obvious interdecadal variation. In 2001, PEh was low in all regions. In
NW, PEh was predominantly high after 2002. In NC, NE, and SE, PEh was predominantly
low in the first 10 years, but after 2011, PEh increased, and positive anomalies occurred
more often. In TP, PEh was predominantly high in the first 10 years, and the difference
between positive and negative anomalies was lower in the second decade. In SW and CR,
there were more, larger negative anomalies before 2004, and anomalies were high in most
years thereafter. CWR decreased relatively faster in NC, SW, CR, and SE, and increased
in NE and TP. The monthly variations showed that, in June, TP, SW, CR, and SE had low
PEh and more CWR, and their CWR exploitation potential was higher. CWR exploitation
potential was also higher in August in the northern regions. Analysis of ten-day variation
revealed that in TP, SW, and CR, PEh peaks and CWR troughs occurred in late July or
early August, while in SE, PEh varied within a smaller range and increased overall. CWR
showed a decreasing trend in June and July and an insignificant change in August;

(3) The correlation between PEh and each factor has clear regional features. PEh was
largely influenced by P in each region (0.55 < R < 0.82 *). In NE, it had a moderate and low
significant positive correlation with CWP, COT, and AOD (0.44 * < R < 0.54 *), and in CR it
had a moderate significant negative correlation with Re (R = −0.54 *).
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This study focused on the spatial and temporal characteristics of AWR in China during
summer, which could be combined with other seasons for comparative analysis in future
studies, in order to systematically analyze the exploitation potential and conditions of
CWR. For the study of the multi-temporal scale variation characteristics of CWR, diurnal
variation was not considered. Future studies can shorten the temporal scale to hours to
analyze the occurrence of any significant daily variation in CWR and PEh. To explore
the possible factors influencing PEh, a short time frame and a single statistical method
were selected. Future studies could use data from a long time series and multiple analysis
methods for more in-depth analysis, which would be important to guide local meticulous
weather modification activities.
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